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the more as it is more definitely particularised.] O. S. Hall. ' Thana-
tophobia and Immortality.' [Opens with a parallel between the psy-
chologies of love and death (primitive fear of corpse ; tendenoy to deco-
rate ; transfer from the dead person to accessories ; transfer from body
to soul as from mate to child, eto.). Finds the generis of ghosts in
man's experiences of air. Ghosts are feared as suggesting the oorpse, as-
evasive of sense, as unrestrained powers, as enforcers of justice. Im-
mortality is nominal (wish to be remembered), influential (wish to affect
survivors), plasmal (wish for posterity), or orthodox (wish for oompensa-
tion in a future life). These four immortalities are variously interrelated,
and their basal desires are oomplioaDed by motives from other sources :
from scientific! spiritualism, from Platonio idealism, from the entification
of soul, and (in an inverse sense) from scientific evolutionism.] Book
Reviews. Book Note*.

JOUBKAL OF PHILOSOPHY, PSYCHOLOGY JJTD Soiwcrrric METHODS, xii. r

22. The most important thing in this number is a two-page letter of
Bergson's to Prof. H. M. Kallen about his book on William Jamtt and
Hinri Berg ton, in whioh he explains that his ' Auric rhlU ' coincides
with James's ' stream of consciousness,' and that though they had dif-
ferent origins there is no opposition between them. R. S. LJIIlc.
' What is Purposive and Intelligent Behaviour from the Physiological
Poinc of View?' [To show that suoh behaviour is "characteristic of
material systems with the peculiar constitution of living organisms ".
The criterion of intelligence is " recognising a situation as belonging-
to a definite kind".] E. C. Parsons. 'Circumventing Darwinism.
[No assuranoe of progress is to be got from Darwinism, but "some
day we shall be content to be assured merely of the disastrous effects
of inflexibility, of failing to meet whatever ohange takes place," and
then "we shall stop clamouring for the assurance of progress as we
have stopped clamouring for the promise of heaven ".] xii., 23. L. H.
Miller. ' The Religious Implicate* of Bergson's Philosophy regarding-
Intuition, and the Primacy of Spirit.' [Quotes a statement made orally
by Bergson that " he thought intuition should always be tested by verifi-
cation, regarding it as a valuable guide-board, but one that, like other
guide-boards, might prove wrong ". This is very important, because it
plainly subjects the deliverances of ' intuition' to the pragmatic test.
For the rest the writer's aim U to show that " Bergsonism is not only
compatible with Christianity, but even favourable to it".] A. A.
aoldenweiser. 'Spirit, Mana, and the Religious Thrill.' [Animism-
is not religion until 'the religious thrill supervenes'. This thnll is con-
ceived as due to mana, impersonal magic power which underlies both
magio and religion. The magical act, though initially only an expression
in oehaviour of certain desires and not as such religious, becomes as-
sociated with the religious thrill.] xii., 24. a. Santayana. 'German
Philosophy and. Politics.' [A review of Dewey's book with this title,
which endorses its general attitude and adds a number of interesting,
suggestions. Thus it was from Spinoza that Hegel caught his scorn
of the finite, but it was no longer with him "impartial, courteous and
Oriental " but became "acrid, arrogant, eager, hounded by the lust of
life, and swollen with the claim to victory". It was " not pure scorn
but mixed with annoyance". It is also pointed out that " 'real' for
Hegel, as for Plato, was a eulogistic term. The unreal existed also.
The real had to swallow the unreal and digest it, so that this reality,
this reason, was always hungry and sometimes dyspeptic." In opposi-
tion to absolutism Prof. Santayana thinks we should "practise courtesy
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ia the universe, exercising our will without vehemence or forced assur-
ance, judging with serenity, and in everything discarding the word ab-
solute as the moat false and most odious of words ".] Q. H. Sablne.
'A New Monadology.' [A review of Varisoo'e Know Thytelf, which
he holds is an illogical attempt to give up the metaphysical without also
discarding the epistemology of absolute idealism.] C. E. Ferree and
Q. Rand. 'A Resume of Experiments on the Problem of Lighting in
Its Relation to the Eye.' [It is found, e.g., that bad light affects the
muscles not the retina of the eye, that strong oontraste are hurtful and
that lampshades are better than eyes hades, f zii., 26. At. M. Lowen*
thai. ' Comparative Study of Spinoza and Neo-Realism as indicated in
Holt's Concept of Conseioutneu, L [Does not, so far, bring out any
considerable resemblance.] P. C S. Schiller. ' Are all Judgments
"Practical"?' [Accepts Dewey's recognition of judgments with a dis-
tiuotive ' practical' form referring to an is-to-be or something to-be-
done (c/. xii., 20), and inquires further whether such reference may not
be traced in all judgments in fact, though not in words. It is urged that
every judgment whioh really ocours in a train of thought must be con-
ceived logically as a selection, because there are conceivable alternatives
to it, even when they were not.psychologically thought of at the time.
Henoe it logically implies a selecting subject and his act of selection, and
to abstract from this is a fiction which requires justification. Moreover,
as the motive of the selection must always have been the supposed better
value of the judgment preferred, a valuation is presupposed in judgment
as such, and valuation is a practical attitude. All this holds as muoh of
so-called ' theoretic' judgment* ns of those avowedly ' practical,' and the
traditional doctrine rests merely on the subHtitution of the proposition
for the judgment.] A. T. Poffenberjer. ' Report on a Meeting of the
New York Branch of the American Psychological Association.' xii., 26.
M. M. Lowenthal. • ' Comparative Study of Spinoza and Neo-Realism
as indicated in Holt's Concept of Conscioutneu,' II. [Conoludes that
" if the humanism of Spinoza and precision of Holt could be synthe-
sised into a common philosophy, the structure would in a notable
degree be consistent, inclusive and easthetically admirable".] E. C.
Parsons. ' A Communication in Regard to " the Discovery of Time".'
[Cf. Shotwell's papers in xii., 8, 10, 12. Suggests that ''adaptability
rather than foreknowledge is the criterion of culture " and that primitive
hunters need a calendar—of the habits of animals—as much AS fanners.]
xiiL, 1. H. C. Warren. 'A Study of Purpose,' I. [Scientifically there
are three problems: (1) the psychological analysis of purpose, (2) its
biological history and meaning, and (3) its rdU in the universe. In this
paper purpose is psychologically ' analysed'—into five ' fundamental
factors : (1) the idea of some future situation or ' forethought,' (2) the
' assent,' (3) the feeling of ' potency,' (4) consciousness of self, (5) a feel-
ing of ' fitness' or ' untitness '. All are conceived intellectualistically,
the 'sense of choice, volition or fiat' being explained away an " nothing
more than assent reinforced by the feeling of personal dynamic efficiency,
and it is declared that " no other mental data enter into the experience "
of a purposive act] xiii., 2. H. C. Warren. ' A Study of Purpose,' n.
[The biological analysis of purposive behaviour need recognise only two
of the five psychological factor*, viz., the ' anticipation'(= 'forethought'),
and the ' fitness ' of acts for the ' end' of prolonging life. But "'the in-
version of temporal order which marks purposive activity and growth "
is to be explained mechanistically. " The assumption of an entelechy is
both gratuitous and contrary to the general evidence."] Contains also a
Report of a Committee on Standards for Graphic Presentation.
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